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When my wife and I arrived at Turtagr0 in July 1970, I was delighted
to see that the original wooden fretwork building, where our CUMC

party had stayed nearly 40 years earlier, was still standing, albeit as an
annexe to a new hotel. It had been 98°F on an August day in 1932 when
some of our party met at Kings Cross to catch the train to Newcastle - the
hottest day on record in London at that time. At Newcastle we boarded
the SS Venus for Bergen and the sea was calm enough for us to enjoy the
ship's considerable culinary delights. After a night in Bergen we took the
Bergen-Qslo express to Myrdal, and walked the 20km down to FlAm. From
there we travelled by fjord steamer to Skjolden, at the head of the Sognefjord,
and walked up to the mountain hotel of Turtagf0 at the north end of the
Hurrungane range in the Jotunheimen. On both these walks our baggage
was transported by Stolkjaerre (anglicised by us into 'Stockjerry') - a sort
of glorified wheelbarrow pulled by a horse.

The Turtagf0 Hotel is at about 900m, and the mountains run from about
1800m to 2400m. At that time the hotel was fairly basic as regards washing
and sanitary facilities, but it was clean and the food was excellent. Norway
was much cheaper than anywhere in the Alps. Unfortunately Turtagr0 is
at the northern end of the range and a 2V:z hour walk was required to reach
the climbing area.

On the first day we all climbed the Store Skagast01stind (Storen), 2403m,
by the ordinary route from the Bandet, a col between it and the Dyrhaug
stinden. This consisted of an easy ridge followed by a straightforward but
sensational traverse leading to Heftye's chimney, situated above a short
overhang and difficult to reach without a shoulder hoist. The chimney
itself was easy, as were the slabs above it, which led in a short time to the
summit on which we emerged from a sea of cloud above which only the
highest peaks were visible. Alastair Wilson's party had started at 4am. The
rest of us set out much later, after a seven o'clock breakfast; but fortified by
bacon and eggs, porridge and all kinds of fish dishes, we had almost caught
them up by the time we reached the foot of Heftye's chimney. They never
made the same mistake again. We found that in the 12 hours between an
8am start and 8pm dinner, most of the local climbs could be accomplished.
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The next day Sandy Wedderburn led me and another member of the
party up the NE ridge of Sydlige Dyrhaugstind, 2072m, from the Bandet.
This was a delightful climb, now labelled Difficult, consisting of chimneys
connected by traverses to and fro until you come to a point where,when my
wife and I repeated the climb 38 years later, the guidebook (non-existent in
1932) directed us to go 'slap op ryggen', an expression which even with our
ignorance of Norwegian we could not fail to understand. Soon after that
we emerged from another chimney onto the summit ridge, easy but
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sensational, along which we walked and scrambled until we could descend
easily into the Skardstl1llsbotn and so back to Turtagfl1l, where we learned
that Pat Baird and Alastair Cram were missing. As they had not returned
by 1O.30pm a search party set out, with deep curses, to look for them.
Contact was made in the dark by voice, but physical contact had to await
dawn. Having climbed the Mellemster Skagastl1l1stind, they had been
overtaken by darkness, with a difficult place called the Skaret (a V cleft)
between them and the top of the route down to the valley. It was a fine
night and they were unharmed.

Everyone took a rest day after this, and on the following day I accom
panied Sandy Wedderburn on an attempt on Storen by its NW arete.
Moving together most of the way, we climbed for about 2000ft up the arc~te,

fairly steep and exposed, on rather rotten rock. By then we were in mist
and confronted by steep and rather holdless slabs. While I watched appre
hensively from a small stance with an inadequate belay, Sandy progressed
for about 30ft on small holds before coming to an impasse. Unable to get
any higher or to see any other feasible route, he faced a daunting descent,
but luckily he was able to traverse to a small spike of rock from which a
short abseil took him down the trickiest part. However, when he had reached
a point directly above me, he put his foot on a loose ledge. Warning me to
move aside, he held it in position long enough for me to do so. Then down
it came with a crash, loosening a lot of adjacent rock; in a cloud of dust, it
bounced once and then descended 2000ft to the glacier below, leaving be
hind a sulphurous smell. We continued our descent without incident and
arrived back for dinner at 8pm, to find that the tenth member of the meet
had just arrived from England, having missed the ship at Newcastle. This
was B K (Brian) Harris, the schoolmaster who had introduced me to rock
climbing in North Wales just over a year before. He was an ex-member of
the CUMC, of the vintage era of Jack Longland and Ivan WaIler.

The weather had been fine till now and remained so for a further two or
three days. Six of us now embarked on a very long ridge traverse starting
with Storen and proceeding over the Vesle Skagastl1l1stind (2325m), the
Centraltind, and two peaks of the Styggedalstinder to the Jervvasstind,
2351m (first climbed by W C Slingsby in 1876), from the top of which we
would return to Turtagrl1l by a pass and a different valley. We understood
that this expedition had been done only once before. Harris opted out of
this and took a party to the Austanbotntind which they climbed in perfect
weather, having spent the night in a saeter (herdsman's hut). We six walked
up to the Bandet on which there was a primitive hut. It was draughty and
there were only three bunks and five blankets. I shared a bunk with Pat
Baird and had the better of it, as our one blanket, though long enough for
me, was too short for his 6 foot 4 inches, so that his feet stuck out all night.
At 2am we got up and cooked a large breakfast of porridge and bacon and
eggs, and at 4.15am we set off minus Sandy Wedderbum who had developed
a bad foot. I was paired with Alastair Cram, while Edmund Wigram,
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Wilson and Baird formed the other party. This time we traversed Storen,
descending to Mohn's Skar, thus reversing Slingsby's route of first ascent in
1876. The descent to the Skar, though appearing formidable, was only
moderately difficult. From the Skar stretched several kilometres of delightful
ridge climbing over the intervening peaks, never difficult but always narrow
and sensational, with steep drops on both sides.

Just after midday we found ourselves at the Jervvasskaret, 500ft below
the top of the Jervvasstind. 'The top in half to three-quarters of an hour',
we thought; but we had miscalculated by five hours. First there was a
bergschrund with a vertical lip, which Wilson attacked from a snow bridge
until ominous cracks and subsidence put an end to that. The only other
possibility seemed to be a spot where a rock outcrop cut into the berg
schrund, leaving a narrow chimney between the rock and ice. Reaching
this by a delicate traverse, Wigram climbed the chimney using holds on the
rock on one side and cutting steps on the other, and debouched onto a
slope of mixed rock and snow, emerging onto a good platform at the end of
his 120ft of rope. We all followed separately and our sacks were hauled up.
These manreuvres had taken two hours. The final slope, 360ft long, was of
hard ice at 45° to 50°. The old climbing books, which most of us had read
with some scepticism, referred to 'pitiless' ice slopes, but this was the reality.
We had no crampons and it took Wigram 40 or 50 blows to cut each step.
At the end of 31.4 hours he reached the top, by which time all our 360ft of
rope was out, the last of the party was just leaving the platform, and the
other three were strung out at intervals on the ice slope. It was 5.30pm.

After five minutes on top we began the easy descent, stopped to eat, and
by 8pm were off the mountain. Of the return to Turtagm the less said the
better. First we had to cross a col, then followed 9km of the valley. There
may have been a path, but by the light of candle lanterns in the dark it was
hard to find. Wigram led, and every time he stopped he fell asleep, and so
did we. Sometimes he fell asleep while actually walking. For me it was
torture, as I had sprained my ankle on the descent when jumping from a
short ice glissade (there was no snow on the Jervvasstind, only ice) onto an
up-sloping rock. We reached Turtagm at 12.45am, too tired even to appre
ciate the aurora borealis which accompanied us all the way.

Two days later Sandy Wedderburn had designs on a new route on the
Nordre Dyrhaugstind (2147m), by a ridge which descends onto the
Skagastels Glacier and is easily recognisable by the tongue of rock which
projects onto the glacier at the bottom. This we were able to reach by a
finger of ice. The climbing was easy until we reached an overhanging nose,
which we surmounted by means of elbows, chests, stomachs and knees.
Then it was easy again until we reached a bouldery platform above which
the ridge rose at a high angle, the crux of the climb. Wedderburn led and
progressed easily for about 15ft. Then the difficulties began and he
disappeared from our view. Almost imperceptibly the rope inched out,
and showers of moss, earth and stones descended on us. With about 50ft
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of rope out, there was a long pause; then another 30ft of rope moved slowly
up; another long pause followed before the rope began to run out again,
inch by inch. At last, after a further 15 minutes, Sandy announced that he
had reached a belay. With no intermediate protection, on unknown and
difficult ground, he had run out 105ft of rope. I followed and found it
delicate and difficult all the way. There were very few handholds and every
move had to be thought out. It took me 25 minutes to climb the pitch, and
the most difficult part was at the end. Ramsay's comment when he arrived
after another 25 minutes was 'Sandy, you're mad, utterly and completely
mad'. Above this pitch the angle eased off, but the rock was extremely
loose and rotten. Another 500ft brought us to the summit ridge of the
Nordre Dyrhaugstind, and so back to Turtagm.

The weather now broke, and a party of us climbed the Store Ringstind
(2 124m) in thick cloud, by an easy glacier route. The retaining wall of the
glacier at the summit was strictly vertical. We threw stones over and heard
nothing. My wife and I tried to repeat this climb in 1970, but the glacier
had retreated so much that to get to it we were faced with smooth glacier
worn rocks which we could not climb.

We left Turtagm the following day and walked down to Skjolden where
we caught a fjord-steamer which took us the whole way to Bergen. We
crossed the North Sea again on the Venus, and from Newcastle I made my
way by train to Hunstanton, where my parents were staying at a hotel noted
for its excellent cuisine - just the place to satisfy a post-climbing-holiday
appetite.

Edmund Wigram, who was a doctor, took part in the 1935 and 1936 Everest
expeditions. During the former, which was a reconnaisance, he climbed
six peaks of 22,OOOft or thereabouts. He was killed ciimbing with his wife
shortly after the end of the Second World War, when he fell off Faith on the
Idwal Slabs.
Sandy Wedderburn pioneered, among other notable climbs, the fIrst ascent
of the Mitre Ridge on Beinn a'Bhuird, Cairngorms, at the same time as,
but not by the same route as, the one descnbed in Ken Wilson's Qassic Rock.
He was killed while serving with the Lovat Scouts in Italy at Christmas
1944, when he fell while sliding down marble banisters in a hotel in Aquila
degli Abruzzi, and broke his neck.
Pat Baird took Canadian nationality; as a Colonel in the Canadian Army,
he became a well-known expert on the Arctic regions of Canada. He died
in 1984.
AIastair Cram was a Scottish lawyer. After war service he became a judge
in Kenya. His death was recorded in the 1995 Alpine Journal.
Brian Harris had a long career as a schoolmaster at Haileybury and Oundle.
I was his fIrst climbing pupil, but many others followed. He lives in Shrop
shire at the foot of the Long Mynd.



66. The Cambridge University Mountaineering Club meet in the Hurrungane, 1932. Back rowfrom L
B K Harris, P D Baird, A M Greenwood. Middle row A R Wilson, B C Harvey, A J S Stewart,
A L Cram. Front row J A Ramsay, E H L Wigram, E A M Wedderburn. (P213)
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Below
67. The bergschrund on the Jervvasstiod.

First stage. Climber: EH L Wigram.
(Ashley Greenwood) (P213)

(

Above
68. The bergschrund 00 the Jervvasstind.

Second stage. Climbers: P D Baird (top),
A L Cram (bottom). (Ashley Greenwood)
(P218)



69. The West Hurrungane from Mohn's Skar, with Austanbotntind (centre L) and Store Ringstind
(centre R). X ... X shows new route on Nordre Dyrhaugstind, 2147m. (Ashley Greenwood)
(P218)

70. Store Skagast11l1stind (Storen) from Mohn's Skar, Slingsby's route on the fIrst ascent.
(Ashley Greenwood) (P218)
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